1. For / € L p [0, oo), p > 1 a modified Szäsz-Mirakyan operator S n (f, x) ( [2] , [3] ) is defined by The direct and inverse results in Xp-approximation for the linear combination of modified Szasz-Mirakyan operators were studied in [2] and [3] , respectively. The present paper is a continuation of our earlier work ( [2] , [3] ). Here we have studied a saturation theorem for the linear combinations of modified Szasz-Mirakyan operators in Zp-approximation.
Throughout this paper, let us assume that 0 < ai < a<i < 03 < 63 < h < h < 00 and /, = 6j]. To prove our main theorem we need the following: 
Now, since e > 0 is arbitrary, the required result follows by combining (1.3)-(1.5).
2. In this section, we shall prove the saturation theorem. 
Proof. Assume (i) and choose pairs of points £1,2:2 and 1/1,1/2 such that 0 < ai < x\ < X2 < «¡2 < ¿>2 < i/2 < V\ < b\ < oo-Then it follows from [3, Th. 2.1] that / coindices a.e. on (®i,i/i) with a function g possessing an absolutely continuous derivative g^2 k \ and a (2k + l)th derivative ^2 fc+1 ) belonging to L v [x\,yi] .
Let h G Cq*" 1 " 2 with supph C (ai,i»i) and h(t) = 1 for t 6 [«i, j/i]. We define a function G = gh. Then
Since G = f on [xi,2/i], the contribution of the second term of the above right-hand side can be made arbitrary small. Therefore we get G,k,.) This completes the proof of (i)^(ii).
The implication (ii)=>(iii) easily follows by Theorem 1 and 2 from [1] for p > 1 and p = 1. Now assuming (iv), since n fc+1 \\S n (f, k,.) -/Hx, (jj) 0 as n ^ 00, proceeding as in the proof of (i)=S>(ii), we have than The implication (v)=^(vi) follows from Lemma 1.1. This completes the proof of the saturation theorem.
